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A U(2,2|4)-invariant A-model constructed from fermionic superﬁelds has recently been
proposed as a sigma model for the superstring on AdS5×S5. After explaining the relation of
this A-model with the pure spinor formalism, the A-model action is expressed as a gauged
linear sigma model. In the zero radius limit, the Coulomb branch of this sigma model is
interpreted as D-brane holes which are related to gauge-invariant N = 4 d=4 super-Yang-
Mills operators. As in the worldsheet derivation of open-closed duality for Chern-Simons
theory, this construction may lead to a worldsheet derivation of the Maldacena conjecture.
Intriguing connections to the twistorial formulation of N = 4 Yang-Mills are also noted.
November 2007
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Large N dualities between gauge theories and gravity have been an important devel-
opment in our understanding of string theory. In particular a large collection of D-branes
can be equivalently described by a dual purely gravitational system which the D-branes
generate. A prominent example of this [1] is the duality between the gauge system living
on N D3 branes in the α′ → 0 limit (i.e., N = 4 supersymmetric U(N) Yang-Mills in
d = 4) and the dual AdS5 × S5 where the D-branes have been replaced with ﬂux.
From the worldsheet perspective the duality can be interpreted as follows: Let λ
denote the string coupling constant. For each genus g in perturbation theory, on the D-
brane side we have to insert an arbitrary number of holes h ending on the D-branes. This
gives rise to the factor Nh for such amplitudes. In addition this diagram is weighted with
λ2g−2+h. Thus altogether we have a factor
Fg,hλ2g−2+hNh.
We consider ﬁrst summing over the number of holes. Replacing Nλ = T, the ’t Hooft
parameter, we have
λ2g−2 X
h
Fg,hTh = λ2g−2Fg
where
Fg(T) =
X
h
Fg,hTh
is interpreted as the genus g correction of a dual gravitational system where T plays the role
of a modulus in the gravitational dual. In other words the large N duality is a statement
that can be seen order by order in closed string pertubation theory. The subtlety is only
that the eﬀective open string coupling Nλ = T can be large. For large T the gravitational
description is the better description and for small T the gauge theory description, involving
D-branes.
One idea for a perturbative proof of the Maldacena conjecture would thus involve
showing that if we start with the closed string description of the system and take T → 0
the worldsheet description will develop two phases (H,C), in one of which (C) the degrees
of freedom are frozen out. Viewed from the perspective of the H system we thus have
holes where the worldsheet is in the (C) phase. One has to show that the amplitudes are
non-vanishing only if the (C) phase has the topology of a disc and that the path-integral
on each (C) region gives the correct factor of Nλ. This idea, which was suggested in [2]
1in the context of large N duality between U(N) Chern-Simons theory on S3 and resolved
conifold geometry, was implemented in [3] and also applied to derivations of duality for the
F-terms in its superstring embedding [4]. Prominent in this derivation was the rewriting of
a topological A-model in the form of a linear sigma model and identifying the two phases
as H = Higgs and C = Coulomb branches of the sigma model as the modulus T of the
closed string approaches zero. The aim of the present paper is to propose a similar scenario
for the large N duality of N = 4 Yang-Mills and AdS5 × S5.
A basic step in this direction has already been taken [5]. In particular it was shown
that the gravity side, i.e. type IIB superstrings on AdS5 × S5 geometry, can be viewed
as an A-model topological string on the coset
U(2,2|4)
U(2,2)×U(4). Here we make this map more
precise and furthermore recast it as a gauged linear sigma model. In this formulation, as
the closed string modulus approaches zero, once again we obtain two branches. We will
argue, just as in the Chern-Simons case, that the Coulomb branch corresponds to holes in
this formulation. We thus end up with a worldsheet with an arbitrary number of holes,
which can then be interpreted as the ‘t Hooft diagrams of N = 4 supersymmetric U(N)
Yang-Mills theory. As evidence for this derivation we show how the half BPS sector of the
two sides map to one another in this setup. In addition we ﬁnd an intriguing connection
with the twistorial formulation of N = 4 Yang-Mills: a generic point on the Coulomb
branch of the linear sigma model gives four copies of CP
3|4. Even though we do not
exploit this connection it is rather suggestive.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In section 2 we review the A-model
formulation of the AdS5 ×S5. In section 3, the relation between this A-model formulation
and the pure spinor fomulation of AdS5 × S5 is clariﬁed. In section 4 we review the
derivation of the large N duality between Chern-Simons and topological strings on the
resolved conifold. In section 5 we construct the gauged linear sigma model and propose a
large N derivation for our sigma model. In section 6 we discuss our conclusions and open
questions.
2. Review of A-Model
2.1. Worldsheet variables
In [5], an N=2 worldsheet supersymmetric A-model was conjectured to describe the
superstring on AdS5×S5. Instead of being constructed using the
PSU(2,2|4)
SO(4,1)×SO(5) supercoset
2of Metsaev-Tseytlin, the variables in the A-model are described by N=2 worldsheet super-
ﬁelds whose lowest components take values in the supercoset
U(2,2|4)
U(2,2)×U(4). (which can also
be expressed as
PU(2,2|4)
SU(2,2)×U(4) or
PSU(2,2|4)
SU(2,2)×SU(4)). Since this supercoset only has fermionic
elements, the worldsheet superﬁelds are all fermionic and will be called ΘA
J and Θ
J
A where
A = 1 to 4 and J = 1 to 4 label fundamental representations of U(2,2) and U(4) respec-
tively. Furthermore, ΘA
J and Θ
J
A will be deﬁned to be N=2 chiral and antichiral superﬁelds
with the component expansions
ΘA
J (κ+,κ−) = θA
J + κ+ZA
J + κ−Y
A
J + κ+κ−fA
J , (2.1)
Θ
J
A(κ+,κ−) = θ
J
A + κ+Z
J
A + κ−Y J
A + κ+κ−f
J
A,
where (κ+,κ+) are left-moving and (κ−,κ−) are right-moving Grassmann parameters, and
fA
J and f
J
A are auxiliary ﬁelds.
As discussed in [5], the 32 variables θA
J and θ
J
A are related to the usual 32 fermionic
variables of AdS5×S5 superspace, whereas the 32 bosonic variables ZA
J and Z
J
A are twistor-
like combinations of the 10 spacetime variables xM and the 22 pure spinor ghost variables
(λα,λ
b α
) of the pure spinor formalism. Note that d = 10 spacetime vectors will be denoted
using either the index M = 0 to 9 or the AdS5 × S5 indices (m, ˜ m) = 1 to 5. And d = 10
spacetime spinors will be denoted using either the index α = 1 to 16 or b α = 1 to 16
depending if, in a ﬂat background, the spacetime spinors are left or right-moving on the
worldsheet.
To express ZA
J and Z
J
A in terms of (x,λ,λ), ﬁrst parameterize the AdS5 variable xm
for m = 1 to 5 as an
SU(2,2)
SO(4,1) coset HA
A′(x) where A′ = 1 to 4 is an SO(4,1) spinor index,
and parameterize the S5 variable ˜ x ˜ m for ˜ m = 1 to 5 as an
SU(4)
SO(5) coset ˜ HJ
J′(˜ x) where
J′ = 1 to 4 is an SO(5) spinor index. Writing the SO(9,1) spinor index in terms of these
SO(4,1) × SO(5) spinor indices, the left and right-moving pure spinor variables λα and
λ
b α
satisfying λγMλ = 0 and λγMλ = 0 decompose as λA
′
J′ and λ
J
′
A′ which satisfy
λA
′
J′σm
A′B′(˜ σ6)J
′K
′
λB
′
K′ = λA
′
J′σ6
A′B′(˜ σ ˜ m)J
′K
′
λB
′
K′ = 0, (2.2)
λ
J
′
A′(σm)A
′B
′
˜ σ6
J′K′λ
K
′
B′ = λ
J
′
A′(σ6)A
′B
′
˜ σ ˜ m
J′K′λ
K
′
B′ = 0,
where (σm
A′B′,σ6
A′B′) are the six Pauli matrices for SO(4,2) = SU(2,2) and (˜ σ ˜ m
J′K′, ˜ σ6
J′K′)
are the six Pauli matrices for SO(6) = SU(4). Note that SO(4,1) × SO(5) spinor indices
3can be raised and lowered using σ6
A′B′ and ˜ σ6
J′K′, however, it will be convenient to always
write λα and λ
b α
as λA
′
J′ and λ
J
′
A′.
The twistor-like combinations ZA
J and Z
J
A are constructed from these x’s and λ’s as
ZA
J = HA
A′(x)( ˜ H−1(˜ x))J
′
J λA
′
J′, Z
J
A = (H−1(x))A
′
A ˜ HJ
J′(˜ x)λ
J
′
A′. (2.3)
Since (xm, ˜ x ˜ m) and (λα,λ
b α
) contain 32 independent components and since ZA
J and Z
J
A
are unconstrained, the construction of (2.3) is invertible for generic values of (x, ˜ x) and
(λ,λ). So for generic values of (ZA
J ,Z
J
A), the inverse map of (2.3) gives a point (xm, ˜ x ˜ m)
on AdS5 ×S5 together with a pair of pure spinors (λα,λ
b α
). In d=10 Euclidean space, one
can treat λα ≡ (γ01234)αb αλ
b α
as the complex conjugate of λα, which implies that Z
J
A is the
complex conjugate of ZA
J .
2.2. Worldsheet action
As discussed in [5], the U(2,2|4)-invariant action for the A-model can be written in
N=(2,2) superspace as
S = t
Z
d2z
Z
d4κ Tr[log(δJ
K + Θ
J
AΘA
K)] (2.4)
where t is a constant parameter and the notation log(MJ
K) denotes the matrix (logM)J
K.
The bosonic U(2,2) × U(4) isometries act in the obvious way as
δΘA
J = iΛA
BΘB
J + i˜ ΛK
J ΘA
K, δΘ
J
A = −iΛB
AΘ
J
B − i˜ ΛJ
KΘ
K
A, (2.5)
and the 32 fermionic isometries act nonlinearly as
δΘA
J = ǫA
J + ΘA
KǫK
BΘB
J , δΘ
J
A = ǫJ
A + Θ
J
BǫB
KΘ
K
A. (2.6)
One can easily check that under the fermionic isometries, δTr[log(δJ
K +Θ
J
AΘA
K)] = ǫJ
AΘA
J +
Θ
J
AǫA
J , and since ΘA
J and Θ
J
A are chiral and antichiral, the action of (2.4) is invariant.
After integrating out the auxiliary ﬁelds fA
J and f
J
A, the action of (2.4) can be written
in terms of the component ﬁelds of (2.1) as
S = t
Z
d2z[(G−1∂G)A
J (G−1∂G)J
A (2.7)
−Y J
A(∇Z)A
J + Y
A
J (∇Z)J
A + (Y Z)J
K(ZY )K
J − (ZY )A
B(Y Z)B
A]
4where G(θ,θ) takes values in the fermionic coset
U(2,2|4)
U(2,2)×U(4) which has 32 fermionic pa-
rameters, (G−1∂G) and (G−1∂G) are the left-invariant currents taking values in the Lie
algebra of U(2,2|4), (Y Z)J
K = Y J
AZA
K, (ZY )A
B = ZA
KY K
B , and
(∇Z)
A
J = ∂Z
A
J + (G
−1∂G)
A
BZ
B
J − (G
−1∂G)
K
J Z
A
K, (2.8)
(∇Z)J
A = ∂Z
J
A − (G−1∂G)B
AZ
J
B + (G−1∂G)J
KZ
K
A.
Note that N=(2,2) worldsheet supersymmetry is manifest using the superspace form
of the action of (2.4), whereas U(2,2|4) symmetry is manifest using the component form
of the action of (2.7). As will be shown in section 5, both these symmetries can be made
manifest by writing the action as a gauged linear sigma model. Furthermore, it was shown
in [5] that this A-model action has no conformal anomaly.
2.3. Open string sector
As discussed in [5], a natural open string boundary condition for the A-model is
Θ
J
A = δJKǫABΘB
K (2.9)
where ǫAB is an antisymmetric tensor which breaks SU(2,2) to SO(3,2). The boundary
condition of (2.9) is similar to the open string boundary condition for the Chern-Simons
topological string which is XI = δIJXJ for I,J = 1 to 3. Note that the open string
boundary for the A-model is deﬁned by z = z, κ+ = κ−, and κ+ = κ−, so (2.9) implies
that
θ
J
A = δJKǫABθB
K, Z
J
A = δJKǫABZB
K, Y J
A = δJKǫABY
B
K. (2.10)
The boundary condition of (2.9) breaks half of the fermionic isometries and reduces the
U(2,2|4) supergroup of isometries to the supergroup OSp(4|4). This supergroup contains
SO(3,2)×SO(4) bosonic isometries and 16 fermionic isometries, and is the N = 4 super-
symmetry algebra on AdS4.
In [5], it was conjectured that the open string sector of the A-model might describe
N = 4 d=4 super-Yang-Mills in the same manner that the open sector of Witten’s topo-
logical A-model describes d = 3 Chern-Simons. Evidence for this conjecture came from
the fact that the α′ → 0 limit of this open string sector is described by the pure spinor
superparticle whose spectrum is N = 4 d=4 super-Yang-Mills. However, it was not proven
5that there are no massive states in the open string sector coming from the worldsheet
nonzero modes.
In this paper, the conjecture that the open string sector of the A-model contains only
N = 4 d=4 super-Yang-Mills states will be withdrawn, and it will instead be argued that
the open string boundary conditions of (2.9) describe an AdS4 D-brane probe embedded
in AdS5 × S5. Although the low-energy sector of this D-brane probe contains N = 4 d=4
super-Yang-Mills states, one also expects to have massive states in the spectrum. Note
that the position of this AdS4 D-brane probe in AdS5 is determined by the choice of the
antisymmetric tensor ǫAB in (2.9). There are
SO(4,2)
SO(3,2) diﬀerent ways to embed AdS4 in
AdS5, and the choice of ǫAB determines this embedding.
3. Relation of A-model with Pure Spinor Formalism
In this section, the relation between the A-model action of (2.4) and the pure spinor
AdS5 × S5 sigma model will be clariﬁed. (In [5], the relation between these actions was
understood only in a certain singular limit of the superspace torsion.) Using the ﬁeld
redeﬁnition of (2.3), it will be shown that the A-model maps into the pure spinor sigma
model where the parameter t in (2.4) is related to the AdS5 radius R as t = 1
2R2. When
t → ∞, the A-model becomes weakly coupled and describes the ﬂat-space limit of the
AdS5 × S5 sigma model. And when t → 0, the A-model becomes strongly coupled and
describes the highly curved limit of the AdS5 × S5 sigma model. As will be discussed in
section 5, much can be learned about the t → 0 limit by writing the A-model as a gauged
linear sigma model.
Although the A-model of (2.4) is invariant under U(2,2|4) global isometry, the pure
spinor AdS5 × S5 sigma model (like the Green-Schwarz AdS5 × S5 sigma model) is only
invariant under PSU(2,2|4) isometry. Nevertheless, it will be shown in subsection (3.1)
that after adding a BRST-trivial term, the pure spinor sigma model can be expressed as
a U(2,2|4)-invariant action. The ﬁeld redeﬁnition of (2.3) will then be used in subsection
(3.2) to map this U(2,2|4) invariant form of the pure spinor sigma model into the A-model
action of (2.4).
Since the physical theory described by the sigma model is invariant under only
PSU(2,2|4) isometry, a natural question is how the bonus U(1) symmetry is broken.
(Note that one of the U(1)’s in U(2,2|4) acts trivially on all ﬁelds. The “bonus” U(1)
is the symmetry in PU(2,2|4) which is not in PSU(2,2|4).) As will be discussed in sub-
section (3.3), the bonus U(1) symmetry is preserved by the worldsheet action but will be
broken by the BRST operator which determines the physical state conditions.
63.1. U(2,2|4)-invariant pure spinor sigma model
Using the conventions of [6], the pure spinor sigma model action is
S = R2
Z
d2z[
1
2
ηMNJMJ
N
− η
αb β(
3
4
Jb βJ
α
+
1
4
J
b β
Jα) (3.1)
−wα∇λα + wb α∇λ
b α
−
1
4
η[MN][PQ](wγ[MN]λ)(wγ[PQ]λ)]
where
∇λα = (∂λ +
1
2
J[MN]γMNλ)α, ∇λ
b α
= (∂λ + J
[MN]
γ[MN]λ)b α,
and J = (g−1∂g) and J = (g−1∂g) are the Metsaev-Tseytlin left-invariant currents con-
structed from a matrix g(x,θ,θ) taking values in the supercoset
PSU(2,2|4)
SO(4,1)×SO(5). These cur-
rents J take values in the PSU(2,2|4) Lie algebra where JM = (Jm,J ˜ m) are the 10 trans-
lation currents, Jα and Jb α are the 32 supersymmetry currents, and J[MN] = (J[mn],J[ ˜ m˜ n])
are the 20 SO(4,1) × SO(5) Lorentz currents. Furthermore, η
αb β = (γ01234)
αb β, η[mn][pq] =
ηm[pηq]n and η[ ˜ m˜ n][˜ p˜ q] = −η ˜ m[˜ pη˜ q]˜ n.
Under the “bonus” U(1) symmetry of PU(2,2|4), Jα and Jb α rotate into each other
as
δJα = iJb α, δJb α = −iJα. (3.2)
In other words, (Jα ± iJb α) carries ± U(1) charge under this symmetry. Since JM and
J[MN] are U(1) invariant, the action of (3.1) transforms under the bonus U(1) as
δS = R2
Z
d2z[−iηαβJβJ
α
+ iηb αb βJb βJ
b α
] (3.3)
where ηαβ = (γ01234)αβ and ηb αb β = (γ01234)b αb β. Nevertheless, by adding a BRST-trivial
term to the action, this U(1) transformation can be cancelled. The resulting U(2,2|4)-
invariant action can then be mapped into the A-model action of (2.4).
The BRST-trivial term is given by
Strivial = −
1
2
R
2
Z
d
2z[
1
2
ηαb β(γMλ)α(γNλ)b β
(ηλλ)
J
MJ
N
− η
αb βJb βJ
α
(3.4)
−wα∇λ
α + wb α∇λ
b α
−
1
4
η[MN][PQ](wγ
[MN]λ)(wγ
[PQ]λ)].
7Note that the second line of (3.4) is identical to the second line of (3.1) whose BRST
transformation under
Q + Q =
Z
dzη
αb βλαJb β +
Z
dzη
αb βλ
b β
J
α
(3.5)
is
η
αb β(−Jb β∇λα + J
α
∇λ
b β
). (3.6)
Using the transformations
(Q + Q)Jα = ∇λα − ηαb β(γMλ)b βJM, (3.7)
(Q + Q)JM = Jα(γMλ)α + Jb α(γMλ)b α,
(Q + Q)Jb β = ∇λ
b β
+ ηαb β(γMλ)αJM,
and the identity γM
b αb β = ηαb αη
βb β(γM)αβ, it is easy to verify that the BRST transformation
of the ﬁrst line of (3.4) cancels (3.6), so that Strivial is BRST-closed. Furthermore, the co-
eﬃcient −1
2R2 multiplying Strivial has been chosen so that the bonus U(1) transformation
of Strivial cancels (3.3).
Finally, one can show that Strivial is BRST-trivial by writing it as Strivial = QQΩ
where
Ω = −
1
2
R2
Z
d2z
1
(ηλλ)
[
1
4
(wλ)(wλ)−
1
8
(wγMNλ)(wγMNλ)+
1
4
ηαb β(γMλ)α(γNλ)b β
(ηλλ)
JMJ
N
].
(3.8)
To show that Strivial = QQΩ, one uses the identity
δ
γ
βδδ
α =
1
2
γM
αβγ
γδ
M −
1
8
(γMN)γ
α(γMN)δ
β −
1
4
δγ
αδδ
β, (3.9)
together with the BRST transformations of (3.7) and
Qwα = ηαb αJb α, Qwα = w
∗
α, (3.10)
Qwb α = w∗
b α, Qwb α = ηαb αJα,
Qw∗
α = ηαb α(∇λ
b α
−
1
4
η[MN][PQ](wγ[MN]λ)(γ[PQ]λ)b α), Qw∗
α = 0,
Qw
∗
b α = 0, Qw
∗
b α = ηαb α(∇λ
α
+
1
4
η[MN][PQ](γ
[MN]λ)
α(wγ
[PQ]λ)).
8In reference [6], the auxiliary variables w∗
α and w∗
b α were not included, and the BRST
transformations were nilpotent only up to the equations of motion
∇λ
b α
−
1
4
η[MN][PQ](wγ
[MN]λ)(γ
[PQ]λ)b α = 0, ∇λ
α
+
1
4
η[MN][PQ](γ
[MN]λ)
α(wγ
[PQ]λ) = 0.
Note that Qw∗
α and Qw∗
b α are proportional to these equations of motion which come from
varying wα and wb α. So after adding the term
R2
Z
d2zηαb βw∗
b βw∗
α (3.11)
to the pure spinor sigma model action of (3.1), the action will be invariant with respect to
the BRST transformations of (3.10). The auxiliary variables w∗
α and w∗
b α can be naturally
interpreted as antiﬁelds which allow the BRST transformation generated by (Q+Q) to be
nilpotent oﬀ-shell.3
In this construction of a U(2,2|4)-invariant pure spinor sigma model, the only subtlety
is the presence of inverse powers of (η
αb βλαλ
b β
) in Strivial and Ω. If one Wick-rotates both
the d = 2 and d = 10 metric to Euclidean space, it is natural to deﬁne λα ≡ η
αb βλ
b β
to be
the complex conjugate of λα. Using this deﬁnition of complex conjugation, λαλα is only
zero if each component of λα is zero. Therefore, Strivial and Ω are well-deﬁned except
where λα = λα = 0. As in [8] , we shall assume that we can remove the singular point
λα = 0 from the pure spinor space so that Strivial and Ω are well-deﬁned.
One possible problem with removing the point λα = 0 is that, in a ﬂat background,
allowing operators such as
ξ =
θαλα
(ηλλ)
(3.12)
in the Hilbert space implies that the BRST cohomology is trivial. Since Qξ = 1, any
operator V satisfying QV = 0 can be written as V = Q(ξV ). However, ξ of (3.12) is
not spacetime supersymmetric, and it was conjectured in [9] that if one restricts operators
with poles in λα to spacetime supersymmetric operators (such as the composite b ghost),
these operators do not trivialize the Hilbert space.
In the case of an AdS5 × S5 background, one can make a similar conjecture with
spacetime supersymmetric operators being replaced by PSU(2,2|4)-invariant operators.
Since Strivial and Ω are PSU(2,2|4)-invariant, the conjecture would imply these operators
do not cause problems. Nevertheless, this subtlety certainly deserves further investigation.
3 The structure of the antiﬁelds w
∗
α and w
∗
b α in the pure spinor AdS5 × S
5 sigma model was
also discussed in independent work by Guillaume Boussard [7].
93.2. Mapping to the A-model
After adding Strivial to the pure spinor sigma model action of (3.1), one obtains the
U(2,2|4)-invariant action
S =
1
2
R2
Z
d2z[
1
2
ηαb β(γMλ)α(γNλ)b β
(ηλλ)
J
M
JN −
1
2
η
αb β(Jb βJ
α
+ J
b β
Jα) (3.13)
−wα∇λ
α + wα∇λ
b α
−
1
4
η[MN][PQ](wγ
[MN]λ)(wγ
[PQ]λ)].
It will now be shown that this action is equivalent to the A-model action of (2.7) where
t = 1
2R2.
The ﬁrst step in relating the actions of (3.13) and (2.7) is to express the supercoset
g ∈
PSU(2,2|4)
SO(4,1)×SO(5) in terms of the fermionic coset G ∈
U(2,2|4)
U(2,2)×U(4) and the bosonic variables
ZA
J and Z
J
A. Using the deﬁnitions of (2.3) that
ZA
J = HA
A′(x)( ˜ H−1(˜ x))J
′
J λA
′
J′,Z
J
A = (H−1(x))A
′
A ˜ HJ
J′(˜ x)λ
J
′
A′ (3.14)
where HA
A′(x) ∈
SU(2,2)
SO(4,1) and HJ
J′(˜ x) ∈
SU(4)
SO(5), it is natural to parameterize g as
g(x, ˜ x,θ,θ) = eθ
αQα+θ
α
Qαex
mPme˜ x
˜ mP ˜ m = G(θ,θ)H(x) ˜ H(˜ x) (3.15)
where G(θ,θ) = eθ
αQα+θ
α
Qα, H(x) = ex
mPm, ˜ H(˜ x) = e˜ x
˜ mP ˜ m, and (Pm,P ˜ m,Qα,Qα) are
the 10 translation and 32 supersymmetry generators on AdS5 × S5.
The map of (3.15) implies that the left-invariant currents J = g−1∂g which appear in
the pure spinor sigma model action are related to G and H as
JA
′
B′ = (H−1∂H)A
′
B′ + (H−1)A
′
A (G−1∂G)A
BHB
B′, (3.16)
J
J
′
K′ = ( ˜ H
−1∂ ˜ H)
J
′
K′ + ( ˜ H
−1)
J
′
J (G
−1∂G)
J
KH
K
K′,
J
A
′
J′ = (H
−1)
A
′
A (G
−1∂G)
A
J ˜ H
J
J′,
J
J
′
A′ = ( ˜ H
−1)
J
′
J (G
−1∂G)
J
A ˜ H
A
A′.
In terms of the left-invariant currents of (3.1),
J
A
′
B′ =
1
2
J
m(σmσ6)
A
′
B′ +
1
2
J
[mn](σmσn)
A
′
B′, (3.17)
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J
′
K′ =
1
2
J
˜ m(˜ σ ˜ m˜ σ6)
J
′
K′ +
1
2
J
[ ˜ m˜ n](˜ σ ˜ m˜ σ˜ n)
J
′
K′,
JA
′
J′ =
1
√
2
[Jα(fα)A
′
J′ + iJb α(fb α)K
′
B′(σ6)A
′B
′
˜ σ6
J′K′],
JJ
′
A′ =
1
√
2
[Jb α(fb α)J
′
A′ + iJα(fα)B
′
K′σ6
A′B′(˜ σ6)J
′K
′
],
where (fα)A
′
J′ and (fb α)J
′
A′ are Clebsch-Gordon coeﬃcients for decomposing an SO(9,1)
spinor into an SO(4,1)×SO(5) spinor. Note that JA
′
J′ has bonus U(1) charge +1 and JJ
′
A′
has bonus U(1) charge −1, which explains the relative coeﬃcients in (3.17).
The next step in relating the two actions is to use the deﬁnitions of ZA
J and Z
J
A in
(3.14), together with the deﬁnitions
Y
J
A = (H
−1(x))
A
′
A ˜ H
J
J′(˜ x)w
J
′
A′, Y
A
J = H
A
A′(x)( ˜ H
−1(˜ x))
J
′
J w
A
′
J′, (3.18)
to relate the second lines of (3.13) and (2.7). Since
Y J
A∂ZA
J = wJ
′
A′∂λA
′
J′ + (H−1∂H)A
′
B′wJ
′
A′λB
′
J′ − ( ˜ H−1∂ ˜ H)K
′
J′ wJ
′
A′λA
′
K′ (3.19)
= wJ
′
A′∂λA
′
J′ +
1
2
(J
m
(σmσ6)A
′
B′ + J
[mn]
(σmσn)A
′
B′)(λw)B
′
A′
−
1
2
(J
˜ m
(˜ σ ˜ m˜ σ6)
J
′
K′ + J
[ ˜ m˜ n]
(˜ σ ˜ m˜ σ˜ n)
J
′
K′)(wλ)
K
′
J′ − (G
−1∂G)
A
B(Y Z)
B
A + (G
−1∂G)
J
K(Y Z)
K
J ,
one ﬁnds that
Y J
A(∇Z)A
J = wα(∂λ +
1
2
J
[MN]
γ[MN]λ)α +
1
2
J
m
(σmσ6)A
′
B′(λw)B
′
A′ −
1
2
J
˜ m
(˜ σ ˜ m˜ σ6)J
′
K′(wλ)K
′
J′ .
(3.20)
Similarly, one ﬁnds that
Y
A
J (∇Z)J
A = wα(∂λ +
1
2
J[MN]γ[MN]λ)α −
1
2
Jm(σmσ6)A
′
B′(wλ)B
′
A′ +
1
2
J ˜ m(˜ σ ˜ m˜ σ6)J
′
K′(λw)K
′
J′ ,
(3.21)
and that
(Y Z)J
K(ZY )K
J − (ZY )A
B(Y Z)B
A = (wλ)J
′
K′(λw)K
′
J′ − (λw)A
′
B′(wλ)B
′
A′. (3.22)
Putting (3.20)- (3.22) together, one ﬁnds that the A-model action of (2.7) is equal to
S = t
Z
d2z[−
1
2
η
αb β(Jb βJ
α
+ J
b β
Jα) (3.23)
11−wα(∂λ+
1
2
J
[MN]γ[MN]λ)
α+wα(∂λ+
1
2
J
[MN]
γ[MN]λ)
α−
1
4
η[MN][PQ](wγ
[MN]λ)(wγ
[PQ]λ)
+
1
2
ηαβwα(γMλ)βJ
M
+
1
2
ηb αb βwb α(γMλ)b βJM −
1
4
(ηb αb βwb α(γMλ)b β)(ηγδwγ(γMλ)δ)].
Under the transformation δwα = (λγM)αΛM, the ﬁrst two lines of (3.23) are invariant,
but the last line transforms as
δS = t
Z
d2z ΛNηαβ(γNλ)α(γMλ)β(
1
2
J
M
−
1
4
ηb γb δwb γ(γMλ)b δ). (3.24)
Since δS = 0 onshell, one learns that the equations of motion for wα imply that (3.24)
vanishes for any ΛN, which implies that
(γMλ)β(J
M
−
1
2
ηb γb δwb γ(γMλ)b δ) = 0. (3.25)
Similarly, the equations of motion for wα imply that
(γMλ)β(JM −
1
2
ηγδwγ(γMλ)δ) = 0. (3.26)
Since the equations of motion of (3.25) and (3.26) are auxiliary, they can be plugged
back into the action of (3.23). One ﬁnds that all three terms in the last line of (3.23) are
proportional to each other, and their sum is equal to
t
Z
d2z
1
2
ηαb β(γMλ)α(γNλ)b β
(ηλλ)
J
M
JN, (3.27)
which coincides with the ﬁrst term in (3.13). So the A-model action of (2.7) is equal to
S = t
Z
d2z[
1
2
ηαb β(γMλ)α(γNλ)b β
(ηλλ)
J
M
JN −
1
2
η
αb β(Jb βJ
α
+ J
b β
Jα) (3.28)
−wα∇λα + wα∇λ
b α
−
1
4
η[MN][PQ](wγ[MN]λ)(wγ[PQ]λ)],
which coincides with the U(2,2|4)-invariant pure spinor sigma model of (3.13) when t =
1
2R2.
123.3. BRST operator
For the A-model action of (2.4) and (2.7), the obvious guesses for left and right-moving
BRST operators are the scalar generators of N=2 worldsheet supersymmetry,
Z
dzZA
J (G−1∂G)J
A,
Z
dzZ
J
A(G−1∂G)A
J . (3.29)
Surprisingly, these do not match the left and right-moving BRST operators in the pure
spinor sigma model and would therefore give the incorrect cohomology.
Under the map of (3.15), it is easy to check that (3.29) map into the operators
Z
dzλα(η
αb βJb β + iηαβJβ),
Z
dzλ
b β
(ηb αb βJ
b α
− iη
αb βJα). (3.30)
However, the pure spinor left and right-moving BRST operators are
Q =
Z
dzη
αb βλαJb β, Q =
Z
dzη
αb βλ
b β
Jα. (3.31)
So to reproduce the correct cohomology, one must map the left and right-moving BRST
operators of (3.31) into the A-model variables, which implies
Q =
Z
dzZA
J [(G−1∂G)J
A + i(H−1)A
′
A ˜ HJ
J′σ6
A′B′(˜ σ6)J
′K
′
(H−1)B
′
B ˜ HK
K′(G−1∂G)B
K], (3.32)
Q =
Z
dzZ
J
A[(G−1∂G)A
J + iHA
A′( ˜ H−1)J
′
J (σ6)A
′B
′
˜ σ6
J′K′HB
B′( ˜ H−1)K
′
K (G−1∂G)K
B],
where H and ˜ H are deﬁned in terms of Z and Z by the inverse map of (2.3).
Note that after adding the BRST-trivial term of (3.4) to the pure spinor action, both
η
αb βλαJb β and ηαβλαJβ (3.33)
are holomorphic currents. This is easy to see since the action of (3.13) is U(1) invariant,
and Jb α and Jα transform into each other under this U(1). Furthermore, one can check
that the currents in (3.33) are nilpotent and satisfy the OPE
(η
αb βλαJb β(y)) (ηγδλγJδ(z)) → (y − z)−2ηαβλα(y)λβ(z). (3.34)
So the operators of (3.33) satisfy the OPE’s of the two spin-one fermionic generators, G+
and ˜ G+, of a twisted “small” N=4 superconformal algebra whose generators are
[T,G+, ˜ G+,G−, ˜ G−,J++,J,J−−].
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G+ = η
αb βλαJb β, ˜ G+ = ηαβλαJβ, J++ = ηαβλαλβ, (3.35)
J = λ
αwα, T =
1
2
ηMNJ
MJ
N + η
αb βJb βJ
α − wα(∂λ +
1
2
J
[MN]γMNλ)
α,
however, the remaining N=4 generators do not appear to be easy to construct. For ex-
ample, the obvious guess for J−− is J−− = ηαβwαwβ, but this is not holomorphic. Also,
to construct G− and ˜ G−, one would need the analog of the composite b ghost in the pure
spinor formalism which is not easy to construct even in a ﬂat background.
Nevertheless, the existence of an “almost” N=4 superconformal algebra for the A-
model with the generators of (3.35) allows the construction of the nilpotent left and right-
moving BRST operators of (3.32) which diﬀer from the naive guess of (3.29). In other
words, the existence of an “almost” N=4 algebra allows the choice of
Q =
Z
dz(AG+ + B ˜ G+) (3.36)
where A and B are arbitrary constants. The naive guess of (3.29) corresponds to B = iA,
whereas the map of the pure spinor BRST operators of (3.32) corresponds to B = 0.
Since the bonus U(1) symmetry is preserved only if A2 +B2 = 0, it seems reasonable
to conjecture that any choice of the constants A and B is allowed as long as A2 + B2 is
nonzero. If this conjecture is correct, the cohomology of (3.36) should be independent of
A and B, except for the singular choice where A2 + B2 = 0.
4. Worldsheet derivation of Chern-Simons/topological gravity duality
In this section we will review the worldsheet derivation of the duality between the
A-model topological string on the resolved conifold and Chern-Simons U(N) gauge theory
on S3 [3], along the lines proposed in [2].
The basic idea is to start from the closed string side, i.e. the topological A-model on
the resolved conifold, with t being the modulus of P1. One then considers expanding the
A-model sigma model near the t → 0 limit, as a perturbation in t. However, the non-linear
sigma model is singular in this limit. Instead one considers the gauged linear sigma model
formulation of the conifold where the Higgs branch of the U(1) gauge system ﬂows in the
IR to the non-linear sigma model of the resolved conifold. The gauged linear sigma model
is not singular in this regime, and the fact that the geometry is singular translates in this
14formulation to the opening up of a new branch for the gauge theory: the Coulomb branch
[10]. In other words the operation of going to the IR and going to the non-linear sigma
model formulation do not commute in this limit and we end up with a completion of the
worldsheet theory using the gauged linear sigma model.
In the limit as t → 0 the path-integral of the worldsheet theory will have two regions.
One region is in the Higgs branch and the other in the Coulomb branch. Moreover the
degrees of freedom which are light in the Higgs branch are massive in the Coulomb branch.
In the UV the separation between these regions is not sharp. But as we take the IR limit the
separation becomes sharper. Indeed we have to take the IR limit as the CFT description
of the worldsheet is what arises in string perturbation theory.
We thus end up with a worldsheet marked by H and C regions. However, it turns out
that if the topology of the C region is anything but a disc, then the amplitude vanishes [3].
This is because the contribution of each C region to the path integral ends up being a total
derivative in the moduli. In particular if θ denotes the angular part of t, the contribution
of each C region is given as I
dθ
∂F
∂θ
This is manifestly zero except when F is not a single valued function of θ. This is only
the case for the disc topology where the partition function of a topological string is not
well deﬁned (due to the SL(2,R) symmetry)4. We thus end up with the Higgs branch
and a number of Coulomb branches, all of which are in disc topology. Moreover, since the
ﬁelds in the Higgs branch are massive in the Coulomb branch, in the IR they vanish as
they approach the Coulomb branch. In other words the discs play the role of holes with
D-brane boundary condition for the Higgs branch. Moreover one can show that up to a
BRST trivial deformation (deforming the t = 0 conifold to the deformed conifold) these
can be viewed as Lagrangian D-branes living on S3. Moreover doing the path-integral on
each Coulomb branch yields a factor of t which is identiﬁed with t = Nλ. In particular this
is the right structure for it to correspond to N Lagrangian D-brane insertions on S3. This
makes contact with Witten’s formulation of Chern-Simons theory as an A-model with N
D-branes wrapping Lagrangian submanifolds [11]. We thus end up with a description of
the theory in terms of a U(N) Chern-Simons gauge theory.
4 There are potentially a few other possibilities, but these can be ruled out [3].
154.1. Operator/State Correspondence
In the context of the large N limit of Chern-Simons theory, no local gravitation op-
erators exist. However in other applications, such as in the AdS/CFT context we are
studying here, there are local deformations on both sides and one needs to map them. It
is well known that the dictionary of AdS/CFT relates a given state on the gravity side
to an operator on the gauge theory side. Here we would like to comment that the fact
that this is a one to one map ﬁts naturally in the context of the [3] derivation of large
N duality. Namely consider deforming the gravitational side by a vertex operator cor-
responding to a scattering state. In the limit of t → 0 we ask where would the vertex
operator lie. It should be that they all lie in the Coulomb branch. In other words it should
be that in the Higgs branch at t = 0, cohomology is trivial. Moreover it should be that for
each Coulomb branch region at most one vertex operator should be present deforming the
boundary conditions on the D-branes, which can be viewed as operator insertions from the
gauge theory perspective. If there were non-vanishing contributions coming from 2 or more
vertex operators on the Coulomb branch then the 1-1 correspondence between states and
boundary operators will not work. The approach of [3] is indeed compatible with this idea,
because the A-model contribution on the disc with no insertion or 1 insertion is ambiguous
(because there are residual conformal symmetries). So in the computation of
H
dF they
could lead to contributions. However, for 2 or more insertions of vertex operators in the
C-region, F is well deﬁned and thus
H
dF = 0.
With this review we are now ready to study the case of interest in this paper and see
how much of this structure carries over.
5. Gauged Linear Sigma Model and Zero Radius Limit
In proving the open-closed duality which relates d = 3 Chern-Simons theory and the
resolved conifold, it was useful to write the topological A-model for the resolved conifold as
a gauged linear sigma model where the parameter t multiplying the A-model action is the
Fayet-Illiopoulos modulus in the gauged linear sigma model. In the limit where t → 0, the
gauged linear sigma model for the resolved conifold can develop both a Coulomb phase and
a Higgs phase, and the Coulomb phase was interpreted as D-brane holes which describe
the faces in Feynman diagrams of the Chern-Simons gauge theory.
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worldsheet derivation of the Maldacena conjecture which relates N = 4 d=4 super-Yang-
Mils and the AdS5 × S5 sigma model. In section (5.1), we shall write the A-model action
of (2.4) as a gauged linear sigma model with a U(4) worldsheet gauge ﬁeld. And in section
(5.2), we shall argue that in the limit where t → 0, a Coulomb phase develops which can
be interpreted as D-brane holes. Furthermore, it will be argued that these D-brane holes
are associated with gauge-invariant N = 4 d=4 super-Yang-Mills operators. Finally, a
possible connection with the twistorial formulation of N = 4 d=4 super-Yang-Mills will
be discussed in subsection (5.3).
5.1. Gauged linear sigma model
The A-model action of (2.4) is based on the coset
U(2,2|4)
U(2,2)×U(4) which can be interpreted
as a “fermionic” version of the Grassmannian
U(M+N)
U(M)×U(N). As shown in [12] [13], the
nonlinear sigma model action based on this Grassmannian can be written as a gauged linear
sigma model by introducing either a U(M) or a U(N) worldsheet gauge ﬁeld, together with
an appropriate set of matter ﬁelds transforming in the fundamental representation of the
gauge group. For the coset
U(2,2|4)
U(2,2)×U(4), we shall choose to introduce a U(4) worldsheet
gauge ﬁeld, however, we suspect that the alternative choice of introducing a U(2,2) gauge
ﬁeld would not aﬀect our conclusions.
In two-dimensional N=(2,2) superspace, the U(4) worldsheet gauge ﬁeld is described
by the real prepotential,
V R
S (z,z,κ+,κ−,κ+,κ−),
where R,S = 1 to 4 are local U(4) indices, and the matter ﬁelds are described by the chiral
and antichiral superﬁelds,
Φ
Σ
R(z,z,κ
+,κ
−), Φ
R
Σ(z,z,κ
+,κ
−),
where Σ = (A,J) is a global U(2,2|4) index and, as in the previous sections, A = 1 to
4 is a global U(2,2) index and J = 1 to 4 is a global U(4) index. Note that the matter
ﬁelds transform in the fundamental representation of the gauge group and that ΦA
R is a
fermionic superﬁeld whereas ΦJ
R is a bosonic superﬁeld.
The gauged linear sigma model action is easily written in U(2,2|4)-invariant notation
as
S =
Z
d2z
Z
d4κ[Φ
S
Σ(eV )R
SΦΣ
R − tV R
R ] (5.1)
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this action is easily shown to be equivalent to the A-model action of (2.4) by solving the
equations of motion for the preprotential V S
R . The equation of motion for V R
S is
tδR
S = (eV )R
TΦ
T
ΣΦΣ
S, (5.2)
which implies that
V R
S = δR
S logt − log(Φ
R
ΣΦΣ
S).
Plugging this auxiliary equation of motion into (5.1), one ﬁnds
S = t
Z
d2z
Z
d4κTr[log(Φ
R
ΣΦΣ
S)]. (5.3)
Assuming that ΦJ
R and Φ
R
J are invertible matrices, one can deﬁne the chiral and antichiral
superﬁelds ΘA
J and Θ
J
A as
Θ
A
J ≡ Φ
A
R(Φ
J
R)
−1, Θ
J
A ≡ Φ
R
A(Φ
R
J )
−1, (5.4)
and write the action as
S = t
Z
d2z
Z
d4κTr[log(δJ
K + Θ
J
AΘA
K) + log(ΦJ
R) + log(Φ
R
J )]. (5.5)
Since log(ΦJ
R) is chiral and log(Φ
R
J ) is antichiral, the second and third terms of (5.5) vanish
and the action coincides with (2.4).
5.2. Zero radius limit
As shown in [14], the gauged linear sigma model is very convenient for studying the
limit where t → 0. Since t is identiﬁed with 1
2R2 where R is the AdS5×S5 radius, this limit
corresponds to small ’t Hooft coupling where perturbative N = 4 d=4 super-Yang-Mills is
a good description of the theory. In this t → 0 limit, it will be shown that the closed string
variables in the gauged linear sigma model can exist either in the Higgs phase where the
U(4) gauge symmetry is broken, or in the Coulomb phase where the U(4) gauge symmetry
is unbroken.
To analyze the diﬀerent phases, we shall focus on the worldsheet ﬁelds with zero
conformal weight since only these ﬁelds can obtain nonzero expectation values. After
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R is
the complex ﬁeld σS
R where, in Wess-Zumino gauge,
V S
R = σS
Rκ+κ− + σS
Rκ−κ+ + (Az)S
Rκ+κ+ + (Az)S
Rκ−κ− + .... (5.6)
And after an A-twist, the only matter ﬁelds with zero conformal weight are (φΣ
R,ψΣ
R) and
(φ
R
Σ,ψ
R
Σ) where
ΦΣ
R = φΣ
R + κ+ψΣ
R + ..., Φ
R
Σ = φ
R
Σ + κ−ψ
R
Σ + .... (5.7)
Note that (φJ
R,ψA
R,φ
R
J ,ψ
R
A) are bosonic ﬁelds and (φA
R,ψJ
R,φ
R
A,ψ
R
J ) are fermionic ﬁelds.
If one sets to zero all component ﬁelds with nonzero conformal weight, the equation
of motion of (5.2) for V S
R implies that the remaining ﬁelds satisfy
φΣ
Rφ
S
Σ = δS
Rt, φΣ
Rψ
S
Σ = 0, ψΣ
Rφ
S
Σ = 0, ψΣ
Rψ
S
Σ = tσS
R. (5.8)
When t is nonzero, the ﬁrst equation of (5.8) implies that one can gauge φJ
R = δJ
R
√
t
up to terms which are quadratic in the fermionic ﬁelds φA
R. The second and third equations
of (5.8) deﬁne the fermionic ﬁelds ψJ
R and ψ
R
J in terms of (φA
R,ψA
R) and (φ
R
A,ψ
R
A). And the
fourth equation implies that σS
R is ﬁxed to satisfy σS
R = t−1ψΣ
Rψ
S
Σ. Since U(4) symmetry is
broken and σS
R is ﬁxed, this is the Higgs phase. In this phase, the unconstrained variables
(φA
R,ψA
R) and (φ
R
A,ψ
R
A) are related to the nonlinear sigma model variables (θA
J ,ZA
J ) and
(θ
J
A,Z
J
A) using the identiﬁcation of (5.4).
When t → 0, one possibility is that the worldsheet variables stay in the Higgs phase.
In this phase, (φA
R,ψA
R) and (φ
R
A,ψ
R
A) are unconstrained, and σS
R is constrained to satisfy
σS
R = t−1ψΣ
Rψ
S
Σ (which generically will diverge). However, another possibility when t → 0
is that σS
R is unconstrained, but the matter variables are constrained to satisfy
φΣ
Rφ
S
Σ = 0, φΣ
Rψ
S
Σ = 0, ψΣ
Rφ
S
Σ = 0, ψΣ
Rψ
S
Σ = 0. (5.9)
This phase will be called the Coulomb phase since the Cartan subgroup of U(4) symmetry
is unbroken and σS
R is unconstrained. The ﬁelds φΣ
R,ψΣ
R are massive in this branch and
can be integrated out. If one Wick-rotates the U(2,2|4) signature to a U(4|4) signature,
then the equations of (5.9) imply that
φΣ
R = ψΣ
R = φ
R
Σ = ψ
R
Σ = 0. (5.10)
This solution is analogous to the Coulomb phase for the resolved conifold where all the
matter ﬁelds are forced to vanish. So if one works in the Euclidean signature of U(4|4), the
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is natural to identify the boundary of these holes with open string D-branes corresponding
to the “faces” of the gauge theory Feynman diagrams.
However, unlike in the conifold/Chern-Simons duality, one expects in the AdS/Yang-
Mills duality that regions in the Coulomb phase carry additional information corresponding
to the diﬀerent gauge-invariant super-Yang-Mills operators. In other words, the D-brane
holes can be described as boundary states in the closed string theory, and the physi-
cal closed string vertex operators for these boundary states should correspond to gauge-
invariant super-Yang-Mills operators. As will now be shown, if one constructs solutions
to the Coulomb phase equations of (5.9) using the original Minkowski space signature of
U(2,2|4), one can easily describe the half BPS super-Yang-Mills operators. This corre-
sponds to the special case where the boundary conditions on the D-brane have no spatial
derivative. It is still an open question how to describe the non-BPS super-Yang-Mills
operators.
To construct solutions to (5.9) in Minkowski space signature, it will be convenient
to split the SU(2,2) index A as A = (a, ˙ a) where a, ˙ a = 1 to 2, and to split the SU(4)
index J as J = (j,j′) where j,j′ = 1 to 2. Furthermore, deﬁne Φ
J
A to be the “harmonic”
conjugate of ΦA
J where “harmonic conjugation” switches the a and ˙ a representations and
also switches the j and j′ representations. Note that harmonic conjugation is equivalent to
complex conjugation multiplied by a Z2 transformation in SU(4), and is commonly used
for deﬁning superﬁelds in harmonic superspace.
With this deﬁnition of harmonic conjugation, it is easy to see that
φ
j
R = ψ
j
R = φa
R = ψa
R = 0, φ
R
j′ = ψ
R
j′ = φ
R
˙ a = ψ
R
˙ a = 0, (5.11)
is a solution of (5.9) which breaks U(2,2|4) invariance to a U(1,1|2)×U(1,1|2) subgroup.
By deforming the solution of (5.11) using the
U(2,2|4)
U(1,1|2)×U(1,1|2) parameters
[xa
˙ a,θa
j′,θ
j
˙ a,u
j
j′], (5.12)
one discovers that the most general solution of (5.9) is
φ
j
R = u
j
j′φ
j
′
R + θ
j
˙ aφ˙ a
R, ψ
j
R = u
j
j′ψ
j
′
R + θ
j
˙ aψ ˙ a
R, (5.13)
φa
R = θa
j′φ
j
′
R + xa
˙ aφ˙ a
R, ψa
R = θa
j′ψ
j
′
R + xa
˙ aψ ˙ a
R,
20φ
R
j′ = u
j
j′φ
R
j + θa
j′φ
R
a , ψ
R
j′ = u
j
j′ψ
R
j + θa
j′ψ
R
a ,
φ
R
˙ a = θ
j
˙ aφ
R
j + xa
˙ aφ
R
a , ψ
R
˙ a = θ
j
˙ aψ
R
j + xa
˙ aψ
R
a ,
where (xa
˙ a,u
j
j′) and (θa
j′,θ
j
˙ a) are eight bosonic and eight fermionic parameters, and
(φ
j
′
R,ψ
j
′
R,φ˙ a
R,ψ ˙ a
R) and (φ
R
j′,ψR
j′,φR
˙ a ,ψR
˙ a ) are unconstrained.
The parameters of (5.12) are precisely the projective harmonic superspace variables
used in [15] and [16] to describe N = 4 d=4 super-Yang-Mills operators. As shown in [15],
the U(2,2|4) generators can be expressed in terms of these parameters as
MU
′
U =
∂
∂yU
U′
, MV
U = yV
U′
∂
∂yU
U′
− CδV
U, MV
′
U′ = −yV
U′
∂
∂yV
V ′
+ CδV
′
U′, (5.14)
MU
U′ = −yV
U′yU
V ′
∂
∂yV
V ′
+ 2yU
U′C,
where U = (a,j), U′ = (˙ a,j′), yU
U′ = (xa
˙ a,θa
j′,θ
j
˙ a,u
j
j′), and C is a central charge which
commutes with the U(2,2|4) generators. Note that the U(1,1|2) × U(1,1|2) generators
MV
U and MV
′
U′ act linearly on the harmonic variables of (5.12).
In the Coulomb phase, one cannot deﬁne (5.4) and there is no connection between the
linear sigma model variables and the pure spinor variables of (3.13). So the only sensible
deﬁnition of the BRST operator in the Coulomb phase are the usual N=2 worldsheet
supersymmetry generators of the gauged linear sigma model which transform the ﬁelds of
zero conformal weight as
QφΣ
R = ψΣ
R, Qφ
R
Σ = ψ
R
Σ. (5.15)
Although this BRST transformation preserves the full U(2,2|4) invariance, there is no
contradiction when t = 1
2R2 → 0 since, in this limit, the super-Yang-Mills theory has no
interaction terms which means it contains the bonus U(1) symmetry.
When the worldsheet variables are in the Coulomb phase, it is easy to verify from the
solution of (5.13) that Qφ
j
′
R = ψ
j
′
R, Qφ˙ a
R = ψ ˙ a
R, Qφ
R
j = ψ
R
j , Qφ
R
a = ψ
R
a , and the harmonic
variables of (5.12) are BRST invariant. Therefore, any function of [xa
˙ a,θa
j′,θ
j
˙ a,u
j
j′] which is
independent of (φ
j
′
R,ψ
j
′
R,φ˙ a
R,ψ ˙ a
R,φ
R
j′,ψR
j′,φR
˙ a ,ψR
˙ a ) is in the BRST cohomology.
But as was shown in [16], supergravity solutions on AdS5 ×S5 with C −2 units of S5
angular momentum are in one-to-one corespondence with functions of [xa
˙ a,θa
j′,θ
j
˙ a,u
j
j′] with
a given central charge C. So these functions in the BRST cohomology describe the half
BPS gauge-invariant super-Yang-Mills operators. For example, if VC is a function with
central charge C, then VC = 1 corresponds to the super-Yang-Mills state Tr(ZC) where
21Z is the scalar with U(1) charge +1 with respect to M
j
j of (5.14). The other half BPS
states with C super-Yang-Mills ﬁelds can be obtained from VC = 1 by hitting with the
generators MU
U′ of (5.14).
So at t = 0 in the Coulomb phase, functions in the BRST cohomology describe the
half BPS gauge-invariant super-Yang-Mills operators at zero coupling. Up to now, only
constant modes of the worldsheet variables in the Coulomb phase have been considered. It
is plausible that non-BPS gauge-invariant super-Yang-Mills operators will be described by
functions which also depend on non-constant modes. This seems natural since half BPS
operators are related to “massless” closed string vertex operators which only depend on
constant modes, whereas non-BPS operators are related to “massive” closed string vertex
operators which depend on non-constant modes of the worldsheet variables.
5.3. Twistorial formulation
It is quite intriguing that the gauged linear sigma model we are studying is closely
related to the twistor space relevant for the formulation of N = 4 Yang-Mills [17]. In
particular consider the limit t → 0 and focus on the Coulomb branch of our U(4) gauged
linear sigma model in this limit. A generic point on the Coulomb branch corresponds to
breaking the gauge group to U(1)4/S4 where S4 is the permutation group on the four
U(1) factors. In this case the charged matter multiplet for each U(1) corresponds to a
(4|4) space. Thus the gauged linear sigma model will give rise to the Coulomb branch of
the topological A-model of four copies of CP
3|4, one for each U(1). In other words the
corresponding non-linear sigma model in its Higgs branch is
Sym
⊗4(CP
3|4).
Note that the above construction is related to the well-known geometric fact that the
Grassmannian
U(n+m)
U(n)×U(m) can be viewed as Sym⊗m(CP
m+n−1) [13].
The appearance of the twistor space in our context is rather interesting and suggests
perhaps another view of our link to gauge theory. In fact the twistor space does seem to
play a role in the boundary conditions we have found since, as discussed in [15], twistors
and harmonic variables are related when the ﬁelds are onshell. As explained in [15], the
onshell equations for a function f(y) where yU
U′ = [xa
˙ a,θa
j′,θ
j
˙ a,u
j
j′] are
∂
∂y
[U
[U′
∂
∂y
V ]
V ′]
f(y) = 0, (5.16)
22which implies the mass-shell condition ∂
∂xa˙ a
∂
∂xa˙ af(y) = 0. The onshell equations of (5.16)
can be easily solved by writing the Penrose-like transform
f(y) =
Z
dζ ˜ f(ζU,ζU′ ≡ ζUyU
U′) (5.17)
where (ζU,ζU′) are CP
3|4 twistor variables and ˜ f(ζ) is a twistor function of the appropriate
U(1) weight.
However there is a diﬀerence between the appearance of twistors here and the one
in [17]: In that case one was dealing with the topological B-model, whereas here we are
dealing with the topological A-model. In fact the situation here is more similar to the setup
considered in [18] where the open A-model topological string on CP
3|4 was proposed to
be a perturbative realization of N = 4 YM. This could be related by S-duality to the
formulation of [17]. It could also be that the A-model and B-model theory can appear
similar in a hyperkahler setup as is the case in [19]. It would be interesting to explore the
connection with twistor space further.
6. Conclusions and Open Problems
We have taken a step towards a worldsheet derivation of the Maldacena conjecture.
In particular we have argued that the A-model topological string on
U(2,2|4)
U(2,2)×U(4), which
describes string theory in the background of AdS5 × S5, is a gauged linear sigma model
that in the small radius limit develops a new branch, the Coulomb branch, which creates
‘holes’ on the worldsheet. This should correspond to the open string diagrams describing
N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills. As evidence for this we showed that the half BPS
operators of the gauge theory naturally arise as solutions to the boundary conditions of
the Coulomb branch.
There are a number of things that need to be better understood. One has to analyze
the eﬀect of integrating out the degrees of freedom on the Coulomb branch and show
that they give rise to the factor Nλ as is expected from the Chan-Paton factors. More
generally one would like to show, in addition to the half BPS states that we discussed, how
the precise dictionary between gravitational states and gauge theory operators work.
We have found an intriguing connection to (four copies of) the twistor space. This is
very suggestive and calls for a deeper understanding of the role of twistors in the worldsheet
derivation of the Maldacena conjecture.
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